Dear Partners,

Application of Lean Management can offer a breakthrough opportunity for Hungarian enterprises to improve their competitiveness. Lean management is not just fashion but also a philosophy and a system based on Toyota best practices, that is applied by numerous enterprises and can give real competitive advantages (flexible customer service, shorter lead time, less inventory costs, continuous waste elimination, higher quality) for those enterprises, who are systematically applying it.

The mission and objective of Kvalikon Plc. From it establishment is to share and implement the effective management methods and best practices in the Hungarian practice.

Considering this goal, we organize the first Lean Forum – Productivity Conference with the involvement of Pannon Automotive Cluster, the German-Hungarian Chamber of Commerce – Training Center, ISO Forum, ITDH.

During the two days of the conference, domestic and international experts present the Lean methods through specific examples and case studies. The conference also gives an opportunity to initiate a fruitful discussion (conversation) among the Lean practitioners.

**P R O G R A M**

**April 9th, 2008.**

08. 30- 09. 15  **REGISTRATION (Buffet is available for our guests)**

09. 30- 10. 00  **OPENING – The importance of Lean Management for domestic enterprises**

Balázs Németh PhD, *managing director* – KVALIKON Plc.

10. 00- 10. 30  **How do Central European automotive component manufacturers match up against the international competition in implementing lean production systems? Findings from B&M Analysts’ global benchmarking study.**

Douglas Comrie, *managing director* – B&M ANALYSTS, GLOBAL BENCHMARKING PROGRAM

10. 30- 11. 00  **"Tracking the Lean" – how to put your implementation success into figures.**

Alan Brunhammer, *President* – AGAMUS CONSULT

11. 00 - 11. 30  **Where can we apply Lean? János Pintér, *CEO* – ROTO ELZETT CERTA KFT.**

11. 30- 12. 00  **Organizational perspective of Lean implementation. Zoltán Király, *managing director* – JABIL CIRCUIT HUNGARY Plc.**

12. 00- 12. 30  **PANEL DISCUSSION: Advantages and preconditions of Lean implementation at organizations.**
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12. 30- 13. 30 LUNCH

13. 30- 14. 00 
Extending Toyota production system principles into business (indirect) processes. 
István Rendesi, project manager – AUDI HUNGÁRIA MOTOR KFT.

14. 00- 14. 30 
Lean management as a break through opportunity for domestic automotive industry. 
Zoltán Kabács, cluster manager – PANAC – PANNON AUTOMOTIVE CLUSTER

14. 30- 15. 00 
Applying Lean principles for increasing flexibility. Levente Székely, Plant manager – SANMINA-SCI

15. 00 – 15. 15 COFFEE BREAK

15. 15 - 15. 45 
Thoughts about Lean Six Sigma. Csaba László Tóth, Kaizen engineer, 6 Sigma BB – GE HUNGARY Co. ENERGY DIVISION, VERESEGYHÁZ

15. 45 – 16. 15 
Methods and practices to attract customers. Rózsa András, QA director – HERENDI PORCELAIN FACTORY COMPANY.

16. 15 – 17. 00 PANEL DISCUSSION: Increasing competitiveness and Lean management.

12th 2008.

09. 00 – 09. 30 TPM makes you Lean. Miklós Seregi, TPM Advisor – GENERAL MOTORS POWERTRAIN

09. 30 – 10. 00 Effective productivity improvement on lines with implementation of JIT methods (line balancing, Kanban, one piece flow). Gábor Gordos, Kaizen manager – BOS AUTOMOTIVE PRODUCTS MAGYARORSZÁG KFT.

10. 30 – 11. 00 
Load leveling and Pull system. Gábor Gergely, APS Coordinator - AUTOLIV KFT.

10. 30 – 11. 00 Increasing efficiency of logistic systems with RFID. László Szuszkó, managing director – ODIN BUDAPEST KFT.

11. 00 – 11. 30 Implementation of continuous flow on assembly area – practical experiences. Balázs Németh PhD, managing director – KVALIKON PLC.

11. 30 – 12. 00 PANEL DISCUSSION: Implementation of Lean management.

12. 00 – 13. 00 LUNCH

13. 00 – 13. 30 Kaizen activities and examples at SET Plc. Tamás Tulipán, QM leader - SIEMENS POWER SYSTEMS PLC.

13. 30 – 14. 00 Kaizen management system. Balázs Bessenyei, Country manager – KAIZEN INSTITUTE HUNGARY
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Partner in development

14. 00 – 14. 30  Kaizen activities in production. Péter Balog, Production Manager - MITSUBA AUTOMOTIVE SYSTEMS

14. 30 – 15. 00  Design and implementation of new layout, values stream optimization by Lean principles. József Harsányi, Technical director – HAJDU AUTOTECHNIKA IPARI ZRT.

15. 00 – 15. 30  The missing link, Lean-Sigma Projects, foreman training, Pál Andriska, Lean division leader– SÄMLING GAZDASÁGI TOVÁBBKÉPVÖZÖ KFT.


april 11th 2008.

OPTIONAL PROGRAMS

Lean Management strategic workshop – KVALIKON (Európa Hotels)

FESTO „Synchro Game” workshop, factory visit (Place: Festo Kft. - Budapest)

GE Hungary Zrt. Energy division factory visit – Best Practice workshop (Place: GE Hungary Zrt. - Veresegyház)


TPM workshop – KVALIKON (Place: Európa Hotels)

Fees:

1 day: 60,000 Ft+VAT
2 days: 100,000 Ft+VAT
Workshops: 50,000 Ft+VAT / day

Discounts:

Free for presenters and one additional person,
For 2 – 3 persons 10 %, over 4 persons 20 %
For PAN/AC and ISO FORUM members 10 %
For Manufacturer SMEs (below 80 employees) 20 % discounts.
(Only one type of discount if available)

Further information: Teodóra Tóth, training organizer, Kvalikon Plc. tel.: (+36 1) 201 12 35

Sponsors:

www.kvalikon.hu